Focal Point Teacher’s Demonstration Desk
Focal Point Teacher’s Demonstration Desk

The patented Focal Point is the first teacher’s desk to accommodate video presentation from the science teacher’s area.

The Focal Point allows for the integration of a complete, multimedia teaching system with state-of-the-art, hidden wire management. A computer, VCR, LaserDisc player, Elmo and flex camera may all be routed through an LCD projector onto a screen for classroom viewing. The projector may be positioned on the desktop or, ideally, installed in the ceiling for large screen projection. Sheldon can provide all of the presentation tools needed in one package, complete with a single remote control that operates all of the equipment.

Combined with Sheldon’s Axis 3® student lab station, the Focal Point transforms separate lab and lecture areas into a single, dynamic learning space. It’s the most modern, most efficient educational science laboratory design available, and it’s available only from Sheldon.

Features

The Focal Point’s unique boomerang shape allows the teacher easy access to either end of the table, to all service fixtures and to his or her computer.

The molded, black, epoxy-resin top is ideal for multi-science applications.

Sink assembly with vandal-resistant Unimix® hot water, cold water and gas fixture

Three storage cabinets for multimedia storage

Two tambour door cabinets for printer storage

Available with or without rotating, computer-monitor well and wireless keyboard

Available with or without sink

ADA wheelchair accessible

For detailed information about the Focal Point Teacher’s Demonstration Desk and other Sheldon products, call (601) 892-2731 or visit sheldonlabs.com.